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In 1998's Mulan, what does Grandmother Fa give Mulan to bring her luck? A cricket  
Which emotion is missing from this list? Joy, Sadness, Anger, Fear... Disgust 
In 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs', what does Grumpy think Snow White will do to the dwarf's beards? Tie them up in pink ribbons 
In which year did Mickey Mouse make his first appearance in Steamboat Willie? 1928 
What is Woody looking for at the start of Toy Story 2? His hat 
In 'Pirates of the Caribbean: At Worlds End', what ship does Will Turner become the captain of? The Flying Dutchman 
How many lightning bolt markings does Bolt have? 1 
Which singer provides the voice of Gazelle in Zootroplis? Shakira 
In the animated version of 101 Dalmatians, what is the profession of Pongo's owner Roger? A songwriter 
What is the name of the location in Tinker Bell where fairies are born and all four seasons coexist at the same 
time? 

Pixie Hollow 

What are Aladdin & Abu caught stealing towards the beginning of the 1992 film, Aladdin? Bread 
In 'Winnie the Pooh', what colour is Christopher Robins outfit? Yellow shirt, blue shorts 
Which Disney Princess had a sidekick called Sebastian? Ariel 
In 101 Dalmatians, what type of animal is Sergeant Tibbs? Cat 
In 'The Muppets', what instrument does Animal play? Drums 
What is the name of the friend that Dory used to talk to through the pipes at the Marine Life Institute? Destiny 
In 'A Christmas Carol', what is the name of Scrooge's nephew? Fred 
In 'The Princess and the Frog', what does Charlotte pay Tiana to make for her? Beignets 
What is the name of the horse in 'Tangled'? Maximus 
What is the name of the cat that belongs to the Wicked Stepmother in Cinderella? Lucifer 
In 'Frozen', Anna and Hans finish each others what? Sandwiches 
In 'Mary Poppins, what is the address of the Bank's family home? 17 Cherry Tree Lane 
What shaped toy is Bolt playing with at the start of the film? Carrot 
What is the name of the air race that Dusty Crophopper takes part in during Planes? Wings Around the Globe 
Disney's Dumbo has extremely large what? Ears 
Which Disney film is set in the islands of Polynesia? Moana 
In the Disney animated film 'Robin Hood', what kind of animal was Robin Hood? Fox 
In the Disney film 'Aladdin', what kind of animal was Iago? Parrot 
Born to King Stefan and Queen Leah, what is Sleeping Beauty's name? Princess Aurora 
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The villainous 'Cruella De Vil' is featured in which Disney film? One Hundred and One 
Dalmatians 

Which 2008 Disney film tells the story of a waste robot cleaning up Earth based far in the future? Wall-E 
Gus and Jaq are mice from which Disney cartoon? Cinderella 
Which Disney film is based on a 1865 novel by English author Lewis Carroll? Alice in Wonderland 
The Disney film Tangled is a retelling of what fairytale? Rapunzel 
Who was the first Disney Princess? Snow White 
In the original version of sleeping beauty, what puts the princess to sleep? A Spindle 
What is the name of the con-artist fox in Zootropolis? Nick Wilde 
In Bambi, what is the name of Bambi's rabbit friend? Thumper 
In Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest, what is in Davy Jones's treasure chest? A heart 
What breed of dog is Lady in Lady and the Tramp? Cocker Spaniel 
In Mulan, what is Mushu? A dragon 
In Fantasia, who falls asleep whilst wearing the Sorcerer's hat? Mickey Mouse 
In Toy Story, who is Buzz Lightyear's nemesis? Emperor Zurg 
What are the names of Donald Duck's nephews? Huey, Dewey, Louie 
In Brave, Merida is a skilled what? Archer 
In Beauty and the Beast, where in the castle does the Beast forbid Belle to go? The West Wing 
What is the mascot of Fear Tech, Monsters University's rival college? A pig 
What type of bird lands on Mary Poppin's hand while she is singing 'A Spoonful of Sugar'? Robin 
What is the name of the con-artist fox in Zootropolis? Nick Wilde 
In Bambi, what is the name of Bambi's rabbit friend? Thumper 
In Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest, what is in Davy Jones's treasure chest? A heart 
What breed of dog is Lady in Lady and the Tramp? Cocker Spaniel 
In Mulan, what is Mushu? A dragon 
What reason does Pocahontas give for not wanting to marry Kocoum? He is too serious 
What item of clothing does 'The Muppets' Fozzie Bear generally wear around his neck? Red and White polka dot 

neck tie 
Who tells the story of The Hunchback of Notre Dame at the start of the film? Clopin 
In 'The Jungle Book', which character find baby Mowgli in a basket? Bagheera 
What was the name of the dog that Miguel befriended in the film Coco? Dante 
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How many years after Wreck-It Ralph does Ralph Breaks The Internet take place? 6 
In Cinderella, what colour is the horse that is temporarily turned into a coachman? Grey 
In 'Inside Out', who is Riley's imaginary friend? Bing Bong 
What object does Ariel refer to as a dinglehopper? A fork 
What is the name of the country club featured in High School Musical 2? Lava Springs 
What is the name of the troop of young ants in A Bug's Life? The Blueberries 
In 'The Incredibles 2', how soon after Incredibles 1 does the story pick up? 1 minute 
In 'Tinker Bell', who is Tinker Bell's sister? Periwinkle 
In 'Pinocchio', the Blue Fairy tells him he can become a real boy if he proves himself to be brave, truthful and 
what else? 

Unselfish 

In 'Up', what is the name of Charles Muntz's dirigible? Spirit of Adventure 
In 'Enchanted', what is the name of the animated Kingdom Giselle is from? Andalasia 
Which two Disney films did Phil Collins compose songs for? Tarzan and Brother Bear 
What Disney film was the first full-length animated feature to be nominated for a Best Picture Oscar?  Beauty and the Beast 
In 'Toy Story 3', what is the name of the little girl Andy gifts his beloved toys to at the end of the film? Bonnie 
In 'The Incredibles', what is Edna Mode's middle initial? E 
In 'The Sword in the Stone', what colour is Mim the dragon? Purple 
In 'Tron', what does MCP stand for? Master Control Program 
What type of fish is Dory? Blue Tang 
What is the name of the feather duster in the live action version of 'Beauty and the Beast'? Plumette 
In 'Zootropolis', what are night howlers? Flowers 
Who voiced the character of Penny from the film 'Bolt'? Miley Cyrus 
In 'The Little Mermaid', what is the name of Price Eric's dog? Max 
In 'Ratatouille', what is Remy's brother's name? Emile 
In 'Monsters, Inc', what does Code 23-19 mean? Contamination Alert 
In Hannah Montana, who played Hannah's aunt? Dolly Parton 
What are the names of the 2 elf brothers in 'Onward'? Ian and Barley 
In 'Brave', what are Merida's brothers names? Harris, Hubert, Hamish 
What instrument does Scat Cat from 'The Aristocats' play? Trumpet 
Which author wrote the book that the animated feature 'The Jungle Book' is based on? Rudyard Kipling 
In the film 'Soul', what is Joe's last name? Gardner 
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Why does Heimlich, the caterpillar from 'A Bug's Life', believe that one day everything will be better? He will become a butterfly 
What is the name of the basketball coach in 'High School Musical'? Jack Bolton 
In 'Maleficent: Mistress of Evil', who saves the wounded Maleficent when she falls into the ocean? Conall 
In 'Sleeping Beauty', what colours do the fairies argue between for Sleeping Beauty's dress? Blue and Pink 
Which of the following characters does not appear in 1951's 'Alice in Wonderland'? A. Caterpillar B. Jabberwocky 
C. White Rabbit D. Bill the Lizard? 

B. Jabberwocky 

In 'Frozen', Where is Hans from? Southern Isles 
In Disney's 2009 'A Christmas Carol', who provides the voice of Ebeneezer Scrooge? Jim Carrey 
In 'Hercules', what is the name of the sandals brand inspired by Hercules? Air-Herc 
What is the name of the British spy car in 'Cars 2'? Finn McMissile 
In 'Brother Bear', what form does Sitka's spirit take? An eagle 
What is the colour of the butterfly that lands on Bambi? Yellow 
What object causes Wall-E confusion when deciding where to place it in his collection? A spork 
In 'The Rescuers', what is the name of the girl that Bernard and Miss Bianca go to the aid of? Penny 
In 'Tangled', on Flynn Ryder's wanted posters, what facial feature can they never get right? Nose 
In 'The Little Mermaid', what are the names of Ursula's eels? Flotsam and Jetsam 
What is on the pin badge that Carl wears in Up? Grape Soda 
In 'The Aristocats', how many kittens does Duchess have? 3 
Who is the voice of Rapunzel in Tangled? Mandy Moore 
Which Walt Disney animation is based upon a fairytale by the Italian author Carlo Collodi? Pinocchio 
In 'The Jungle book', what type of animal is Colonel Hathi? An elephant 
What song does Miguel sing to Coco near the end of the film? Remember Me 
In 'Finding Nemo', hoe old is Crush the turtle? 150 
In 'Meet the Robinsons' who is Lewis's future son? Wilbur 
What is the name of Ray the firefly's girlfriend in 'The Princess and the Frog'? Evangeline 
What is the name of the large hairy ogre who first appeared in 'The Muppets: The Frog Prince'? Sweetums 
What gift does Tigger give to Roo at the end of 'The Tigger Movie'? A heart pendant 
In 'Sleeping Beauty', what name is given to Aurora by the Three Good Fairies? Briar Rose 
What type of dinosaur is Arlo in 'The Good Dinosaur'? Apatosaurus 
What word is used in 'Pirates of the Caribbean' to invoke temporary protection? Parley 
What nickname does Roar Omega Roar give to Oozma Kappa? Cute-Ma-Kappa 
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In 'Maleficent', what does Stefan take from Maleficent? Her wings 
In 'Hannah Montana: The Movie', where is Miley Stewart's home town? Crowley Corners, Tennessee 
In 'Enchanted;, where in New York is Giselle transported to via the portal? Times Square 
In the 1941 animated film 'Dumbo', what object does Timothy convince Dumbo is magical? A feather 
What does Olaf like in 'Frozen'? Warm hugs 
What number decal does Lightning McQueen feature on his side? 95 
In 'Moana', what does Gramma Tala give the Heart of Tefiti to Moana within? A necklace 
Which muppet stars as Tiny Tim in 'The Muppet Christmas Carol'? Robin the Frog 
In 'Up', what is the name of the friendly dog Carl and Russell encounter in South America? Dug 
What is the name of Minnie Mouse's kitten? Figaro 
In 'Oliver and Company', what type of animal is Oliver? Cat 
In 'The Princess and the Frog', how many frogs does Charlotte say she would kiss in order to marry a prince? 100 
'When You Wish Upon a Star' is a song from which Walt Disney animated feature film? Pinocchio 
In 'Bedknobs and Broomsticks', what is the profession of Miss Eglantine Price? Apprentice Witch 
At the end of 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs', Snow White kisses 6 of the dwarfs goodbye, who did she not 
kiss? 

Sleepy  

What is the name of the location in 'Wreck-It Ralph' where video game characters can congregate and travel to 
other games? 

Game Central Station 

In 'Big Hero 6', what was Baymax originally created for? Healthcare 
In 'Mary Poppins Returns', what do Michael and Jane find whilst searching for a share ownership certificate? A kite 
In the animated version of 'The Jungle Book', what group of animals comprise of The Dawn Patrol? A herd of elephants 
What does the Queen transform into at the end of Enchanted? A dragon 
In 'Brave', what does Merida give to her mother that turns her into a bear? A cake 
In 'Zootropolis', what kind of animal is Mr Big? A shrew 
In which city is much of the film 'The Aristocats' set? Paris 
In 'Brave', what is the name of Merida's horse? Angus 
In 'The Princess and the Frog', what does Tiana call her restaurant? Tiana's Place 
In '101 Dalmatians', how many of the dalmatians are adopted by Roger and Anita at the end of the film? 84 
In 'Pooh's Heffalump Movie', who is ordered to stay behind during the search for the Heffalump? Roo 
In 'The Fox and The Hound', what type of animal is Big Mama? An owl 
In 'Tinker Bell', what type of fairy is Silvermist? A water fairy 
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In 'The Little Mermaid', what type of animal is Scuttle? A seagull 
In 'Monsters, Inc', what is the name of the little girl Sulley accidentally allows onto the scare floor? Boo 

 


